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The FIFI Ladder Hook (BE002459) is a
small safety hook made for use with
our soft ladders.

DESIGNED BY:

DATE:

The FIFI ladder
hook is precision machined
from a single
AudunAB
28.08.2015
piece of high performance aluminium alloy. It has a MBL of
400 kg but the limiting factor will be the step MBL which is
270 kg when the FIFI ladder hook is placed on the center
of the step.
This document is proprietary information of H. Henriksen Mek. Verksted AS and shall not
be copied without our written permission, and the contents thereof must not be imparted
to a third party nor be used for any unauthorized purpose.

APPROX. MASS: N/A

FIFI Ladder
Hook

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, TOLERANCE:
146g/6H SURFACE: Ra 3,2 EDGE 0,2 x
DIM.: ISO-2768-1-m THREADS:
59

The FIFI ladder hook connects to your harness and is
preferably used with retrieval lines near the chest area so it
can be located quickly and hung onto to a ladder step. The
45
FIFI hook supports the load of the operator
and is useful
for resting or situations where two free hands are needed.
When usedBASE
withITEM:
retrieval lines, the user can simply resume
climbing and
the
retrieval lines will pull the hook off the step
MATERIAL:
and return SURFACE
it to its position
near the users chest.
TREATMENT:

59

The wide arch on our FIFI hook will spread out the weight of
the operator across a bigger portion of the step. This greatly
reduces the chance of breaking the steps, compared to an
ordinary FIFI hook.
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PROJ. METHOD:

Wire ladder
PART NUMBER:
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BASE ITEM:
APPROX. MASS: 10,320 g
C:\_Vault\Designs\REBS\NYWIRELADDER\BE002460.CAT

